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PRESS RELEASE

GETTING FIRED UP WITH STANDBY 
RSG VIDEO TELEMATICS

Developed from the highly acclaimed AutoEye Xpert range, the Pro Series is completely 
customisable to meet customer requirements, providing a tailored solution greatly suited for use 
across the Fire service. 

frontline vehicles as well as rapid response units. External coverage provides a 360˚ view of the vehicle and 
data capture is easily con rable to suit a variety of applications.

Standby RSG are rolling out the new range of mobile video telematics solutions across 140 vehicles at 
West Yorkshire Fire Service. Each v ted with a digital video recording and data acquisition 
system as well as 4 to 6 cameras running at 1080P/25FPS. A 6-axis accelerometer, GPS positioning 
feature and status monitoring feature for blue lights, siren and brakes etc. are also included. Data can be 
stored on board, with Wi-Fi transfer and 4G live streaming also possible.

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Pressfab EVO Ltd. was founded in 2005 as a small emergency service vehicle convertor 
in Bedfordshire. From here the company eventually acquired bigger premises at Barton-Le-
Clay, situated between Luton and Bedford, growing to a workforce of over 40 people. The 
company has a wide customer base and reputation for quality vehicle conversions, becoming 
the first vehicle conversion company within the emergency services sector to be approved by 
Audi/VW group. More recently EVO has worked with Skoda, Seat and Cupra brands, as well as 
working closely with the Stellantis group as one of their main UK approved ‘turnkey’  
converters, on a high volume of Peugeot and Vauxhall cars and vans.

Standby RSG has been supplying EVO with emergency equipment for over 15 years, with more 
than half of EVO’s customer base using Standby RSG products. Having worked together  
symbiotically across the years, the team are well trained in installing Standby RSG equipment, 
which is especially popular amongst their Police and Ambulance customers.

PRESSFAB EVO LTD.
Skoda Kodiaq Rapid Response Fleet Conversion Project Utilises 
Full Standby RSG Hazard Warning and CCTV/Control System



Our marketing team visited EVO recently to take a look at their expansive, four area, vehicle 
conversion workshop which accommodates 30 vehicles on the shop floor and a further 60 in 
storage. Whilst there, we were able to check out their recent Skoda Kodiaq installations, which 
included a Police installation featuring the popular Legion LED lightbar as well as a Standby 
RSG control system, handset and siren.

Our team was especially excited to photograph the Paramedic Rapid Response Kodiaq,  
representative of EVO’s 100+ vehicle project which utilised a complete Standby RSG Hazard 
Warning Equipment and CCTV / Control System. The kit included a 360° high definition  
camera system with on-line video telematics using Standby’s cloud server technology along 
with a range of hazard lighting equipment including a rooftop lightbar and marker lights all  
powered by the MCS-32 control system with integral siren. EVO was pleased to report that this 
fleet had been well received by the client.

We asked Managing Director Darren Culley to summarise EVO’s values, he informed us that 
“Working within EVO is not just a job, or even a career, it’s a way of life! The company’s greatest 
asset is its people and we value these highly. Experience and standards lead towards  
developing a reputation for quality, and we have a passion for this within EVO!”.

Standby RSG are proud suppliers of Pressfab EVO Ltd. and are excited to continue developing 
bespoke systems together with the team for use across UK police forces and other emergency 
service regional authorities. To stay up to date with EVO’s latest projects, you can visit their 
website here and find them on Facebook - @InfinityEVOLtd and LinkedIn - @pressfab-evo-ltd.

If you are interested in the Rapid Response system, or would like to discuss a bespoke  
system tailored for your individual requirements, contact Standby RSG’s dedicated sales team 
on 01543 438800 or by email at info@standbyrsg.co.uk.

http://www.evoltd.com/
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